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Abstract6

The marketable permits systems have been widely suggested as a potential solution7

for environmental problems. A critical feature in the market is that an agent can be8

both sellers and buyers of permits, so-called “trader settings.” Although properties9

of the marketable permits in non-trader settings are well-documented, little is known10

in a trader setting, particularly about how different auction mechanisms perform and11

how much each of them achieves efficiency. To answer the questions, we have designed12

and implemented two different auction mechanisms of trader settings for marketable13

permits in controlled laboratory experiments: (i) Double auction (DA), and (ii) Uni-14

form price auction (UPA). To the best of our knowledge, this research is the first which15

designs and implements UPA for marketable permits in a trader setting, and makes16

a direct comparison with the performance of DA on the same ground. We obtain17

the following novel results: (1) UPA is more efficient than DA in a trader setting,18

which is in sharp contrast with the established result in non-trader settings, (2) UPA19

generates more stable price dynamics and (3) UPA induces subjects to reveal more20

truthfully about abatement costs for emissions through their trading behaviors. With21

these results, we conclude that UPA is more likely to work better than DA in a trader22

setting.23
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1 Introduction26

There have been long debates on how effectively a marketable permits system (MPS) can27

be applied for pollution control or general environmental problems. Economists have long28

sought to address the pros and cons of the system (Hahn (1989); Tietenberg (2006); Hahn and29

Stavins (2010); Goeree et al. (2010)). With respect to the advantage of marketable permits30

system, economists appear to reach consensus mainly on the following three points: (i)31

efficiency or least cost property, (ii) incentive to innovate and (iii) information requirements32

for efficiency (Field and Field (2006); Kolstad (2010)).133

Previous studies have examined which trading rules and what institutions in the MPS34

work best mainly in the controlled laboratory experiments.2 In the literature, there are35

two important factors of experimental design: (i) the choice of auction mechanisms, and36

(ii) trader or non-trader settings. With respect to the first factor, it is concerned with how37

the price determination mechanism is organized in the permit market. In this paper, of38

particular interest is the performance of double auction (DA) and uniform price auction39

(UPA) in the MPS. The DA mechanism is well-known to perform very well under general40

settings and extensively applied in the marketable permits experiments (Cason (2010) and41

Van Boeing and Wilcox (1996)). It is a real-time trading institution in which agents can42

submit bids to buy and offers to sell for a unit of permits, and can even accept the best bid43

and offer made by other agents for that unit in any time during a trading period of several44

minutes.3 Therefore, it is known that DA gives flexibility to agents for trading.45

On the other hand, the UPA is known to be simpler than DA in the sense that all of46

1More specifically, it is generally argued that (i) the MPS achieves efficiency in the sense that pollution
reduction takes place in the least cost manner, and (ii) it provides firms stronger incentives to innovate
abatement technology because those innovative firms are likely to gain more from trading permits, compared
to less innovative firms. The most importantly, (iii) the aforementioned events can be supported even when
the government does not know any information of firms’ abatement technologies. In the MPS, what the
government needs to do is to determine the total number of permits distributed to an industry, the initial
allocation for each firm, and to let the firms trade permits under the assumption that trading rules of
marketable permits function well. Therefore, the regulatory burden may be less than the other types of
pollution control such as environmental tax.

2Muller and Mestelman (1998); Cason (2010) for an extensive literature review.
3Davis and Holt (1992) for the details about DA.
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the permit trades are made with a uniform price.4 First, a buyer is asked to submit “bids47

to buy” with which he is willing to purchase each unit of additional permits, and a seller is48

asked to submit “offers to sell” with which he is willing to sell each unit of permits he has.49

Typically, subjects exclusively play a role of either buyers or sellers. After all the agents50

submit bids to buy and offers to sell, a central authority collects and ranks all of the bids51

to buy from high to low (that is a demand curve), and all of the offers to sell from low to52

high (that is a supply curve), and determines the intersection of demand and supply curves.53

More concretely, the intersection occurs at the last unit in which the bid to buy exceeds the54

offers to sell, and the uniform price is the average between the two.55

With respect to the second factor of trader or non-trader, the difference is whether each56

agent in a permit market can be both a seller and a buyer during trading periods or he57

can only be either one. If he can be both, we call the environment “trader setting,” other-58

wise “non-trader setting (Ledyard and Szakaly-Moore (1994)).” Reflecting the application59

of MPS, a trader setting is known to be closer to the reality. However, there are many60

experimental works which employ non-trader settings because it simplifies the experimental61

procedures and reduces the decision complexity of agents.62

A majority of previous works have used DA for experimental study of MPS. In partic-63

ular, the works by Plott (1983); Kilkenny (2000) and Cason et al. (2003) have used that64

institution under non-trader settings. They report that the average efficiency observed in65

the experiments is around 98% and it promises greater flexibility and relief from admin-66

istrative burdens compared to other schemes, though instability in the permit’s prices is67

observed. These MPS results of DA under non-trader settings are consistent with high effi-68

ciency achieved under DA in the general auction studies such as Williams (1980) and Plott69

and Gray (1990).70

Another group of works such as Ledyard and Szakaly-Moore (1994); Godby et al. (1997);71

Muller et al. (2002) and Cason and Gangadharan (2006) has used DA under trader settings.72

4UPA is also known as a call market and see Davis and Holt (1992) for the further reference.
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The result in these experiments shows that observed efficiencies can exhibit higher variation73

and be lower on the average, compared to the DA experiments under non-trader settings.74

The efficiency range is between 60% and 98%. Furthermore, these works report that observed75

prices of permits could be unstable. In summary, DA under trader settings are more likely to76

generate lower efficiencies and less stable price dynamics than that under non-trader settings.77

Some economists argue that agents are given more opportunities of speculative trades for78

permits under trader settings and this may be the reason for the above results (See, e.g.,79

Ledyard and Szakaly-Moore (1994)).80

Although DA experiments are established to exhibit high performance with respect to81

efficiency, Cason and Plott (1996) and Cason and Gangadharan (2005) have conducted an82

experiment with UPA under non-trader settings as a possible alternative. It confirms that83

UPA is very efficient in MPS, and induces true revelation of abatement cost schedules for84

pollution through observed bids to buy and offers to sell in the experiments. It is also found85

that price dynamics is stable due to the fact that UPA is relatively simple and does not give86

opportunities of arbitrage trades to agents in the permit market.87

In summary, past literature on MPS mostly employs DA and establishes that the in-88

stitution achieves high efficiency of pollution reduction, although efficiencies and prices in89

DA under trader settings could be lower and less stable, respectively, than those under non-90

trader settings (Muller and Mestelman (1998) and Cason (2010)). In the literature, none91

of the previous works compare the performance of DA and UPA under trader settings in92

the same ground, although some authors claim a promising property of UPA as well as the93

importance of this comparison between the two auction mechanisms (Smith et al. (1982) and94

Muller and Mestelman (1998)). This is critical in exploring the possible application of MPS95

to the real world because players of the MPS participate as a trader in reality, and other96

auction mechanisms might work better than DA in such a setting, which is in contrast with97

the established result under non-trader settings.598

5Smith et al. (1982) have established as a general auction study that DA slightly works better than UPA
in a non-trader setting of various environments.
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We have designed and implemented UPA experiments under trader settings. To directly99

compare the two experiments, DA experiments were carried out, employing the same en-100

vironment and control except the auction rules. Our novelty lies in the design of UPA101

experiments under trader settings in which each subject is asked to submit “bids to buy” for102

each additional unit he may purchase as well as “offers to sell” for each unit of permits he103

has, ‘at once’ in each trading period. More concretely, each subject is required to determine104

both “bids to buy” and “offers to sell,” and submit all of them to the central authority at105

the same time. In this way, the UPA can be considered a trader setting because each subject106

does not know whether he is going to be a buyer or seller in advance and could be both,107

depending on the bidding and offering strategy as well as the announced uniform price. To108

the best of our knowledge, this research is the first which designs and implements UPA for109

marketable permits in a trader setting, and makes a direct comparison with the performance110

of DA in the same ground.111

Our experiments yield the following novel results: (1) UPA is more efficient than DA112

in a trader setting, which is in sharp contrast with the established result in non-trader113

settings, (2) UPA generates more stable price dynamics and (3) UPA induces subjects to114

reveal more truthfully about abatement costs for emissions. With these results, we conclude115

that UPA is more likely to work better than DA in a trader setting. Our results appear116

to be inconsistent with earlier experimental MPS studies that consistently use DA. This is117

because many previous works have not considered the UPA even for the comparison except118

Smith et al. (1982) so that the existence of UPA called less attention in the MPS studies.119

Surprisingly, however, our results confirm that UPA appears to be better than DA under120

trader settings since DA generates noisy and speculative trades among subjects, which lead121

to the efficiency loss and unstable price dynamics compared to the UPA.122

Given these results, we emphasize some positive perspectives on UPA as an alternative123

to DA for the real world application of MPS, and claim that economists need to pay more124

attention to the possibility of UPA due to the aforementioned properties. Now we should125
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recall an initial motivation and purpose of MPS suggested by Crocker (1966); Dales (1968)126

and Montgomery (1972). The MPS can provide the flexibility of trading pollution rights. But127

more importantly, it needs to contribute to the pollution reduction in the least cost manner128

(efficiently). Therefore, UPA should call more attention for examination and application.129

This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we elaborate on the basic experi-130

mental designs. The section is followed by reporting experimental results. The final section131

offers some discussions and conclusions.132

2 Experimental design133

2.1 Experimental procedure134

The economic experiment was carried out in the computerized experimental laboratory of135

Yokohama National University and International University of Japan during fall semester136

in 2010, using Z-tree programs (See Fischbacher (2007) for further information of Z-tree137

programs). It comprises twelve sessions each involving 8 subjects for a total of 96 subjects138

and 10 decision-making periods for each session. The subjects were volunteers from both139

undergraduate and graduate students in various fields except economics, participated in one140

session only and made an average of $30 based on cumulative earnings. One session took141

about one and half hour, and it consists of two parts: In the first part, practice rounds142

were implemented for subjects to double-check their understanding on experiments. In the143

second part, real rounds were started. The experimental earnings for subjects are the sum144

of earnings from real rounds.145

Subjects participated in 10 experimental periods which is unknown to them. At the146

beginning of each session, eight subjects were asked to read experimental instructions of147

marketable permits system and listen to some oral presentation made by an experimenter.148

For this, we consistently used neutral terminologies in describing the experimental procedures149

such as the rules of trading. For instance, emission permits were referred to as “coupons”150
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Units of abatement T1 (firms 1-2) T2 (firms 3-4) T3 (firms 5-6) T4 (firms 7-8)
1 53 67 27 35
2 61 70 35 38
3 70 74 44 42
4 80 79 53 47
5 91 86 63 54
6 103 95 73 63
7 116 106 84 74
8 130 119 98 88
9 145 134 113 105
10 161 151 129 125

Permit endowment 2 3 5 6

Table 1: Assigned marginal abatement costs and permit endowments

and marginal abatement costs were simply “production costs,” following the wordings used151

in Cason and Gangadharan (2006).152

Each subject was randomly assigned to a schedule of marginal abatement costs (MACs)153

for 10 units of pollution and an initial permit endowment, whose list is shown in ta-154

ble 1. There are four types of MACs and initial endowment of permits indicated by155

{T1, T2, T3, T4}, and two subjects are allocated to each type. Therefore, thirty two permits156

are given and distributed to subjects as a fixed supply in the permit market and the corre-157

sponding demand for permits is derived from the avoided abatement costs. Given this cost158

structures assigned to subjects, a pair of aggregate supply (total permits supplied) and de-159

mand for pollution (derived from avoided marginal abatement costs) is displayed in figure 1160

where an equilibrium price ranges between 88 and 91. The corresponding aggregate demand161

and supply for permits are given in figure 2. Figure 2 shows that the volume of trades must162

be at least twelve for social efficiency.163

2.2 Treatments164

Two treatments are prepared: (i) double-auction (DA) and (ii) uniform price auction (UPA).165

We conducted six sessions for each treatment with the cost structures introduced in ta-166

ble 1. Regarding DA, we strictly follow the basic design and procedure in Ledyard and167
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Szakaly-Moore (1994) and Cason and Gangadharan (2006) where trader settings are em-168

ployed throughout their experiments. However, we do not incorporate several additional169

factors they considered such as market power, imperfect enforcement, uncertainty and bank-170

ing. This is due to the fact that our focus is on the most fundamental properties of efficiency,171

price dynamics and cost revelation under the most primitive set-up of DA, and on the com-172

parison with that of UPA.173

The basic design and procedure of implementing UPA follow Cason and Plott (1996)174

except for trader settings. Recall that this study employs trader settings, while Cason and175

Plott (1996) did non-trader settings. This is one of the novelties in this research. Each176

participant in UPA under trader settings is asked to submit a bid to buy with which he will177

be willing to purchase each additional unit of permits and an offer to sell with which he will178

be willing to sell each unit of permits he has. In other words, they are asked to submit both179

bids to buy and offers to sell at the same time in a single experimental period, and each180

subject can be a buyer or a seller depending on the uniform price announced by the central181

authority. With the uniform price, each subject trades permits, and a final payoff in that182

period is automatically calculated in the terminal. When the subject has some permits, he183

does not need to incur the cost for the units of production covered by the permits, otherwise184

they incur.185

Table 2 is an illustrating example for a terminal display of the computer facing each186

subject. This example corresponds to the case of T1 firm. As shown in table 2, when a187

subject is assigned to T1 firm, the induced cost schedule for abatement and two permits188

of the initial endowment are given to that subject, which should be consistent with the189

information provided in table 1. Then, he is asked to consider how he makes bids to buy for190

additional units of permits and offers to sell for the permits he has. As mentioned earlier,191

because our experiment employs a trader setting, we ask each participant to submit both of192

bids to buy and offers to sell at the same time, and thus this subject of T1 firm is required193

to submit eight distinct bids to buy for each of additional permits which will cover 8th, 7th,194
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Initial coupons = 2

Unit 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 # of coupons you traded = 3
Cost 53 61 70 80 91 103 116 130 145 161 Fixed Revenue = 1000
Bids to buy 35 55 63 72 84 92 98 111 Total production cost = -355
Offers to sell 150 155 Sale from selling = 0

Amount spent for buying = -267

89
# of coupons purchased = 3

0

After coupons are traded
Production Cost 53 61 70 80 91 0 0 0 0 0

Experimental earning = 378
674

Your market transaction
a uniform price =

# of coupons sold =

Total earning    =

Table 2: An example for a terminal display of the computer facing each subject

. . ., 1st unit of production costs, as well as two distinct offers to sell each of which currently195

covers the cost of the 10th and 9th unit production. Every subject is required to do the same196

procedure. For instance, another subject of type T4 is asked to submit four distinct bids to197

buy and six distinct offers to sell (See T4 type schedule of cost and initial endowments in198

table 1).199

Note that each participant neither knows the abatement cost schedules and initial en-200

dowments of other players, nor whether he is going to be a buyer or a seller in our UPA201

experiment. The experimenter collects all of the information regarding forty eight bids to202

buy and thirty two offers to sell submitted by eight participants for each period in a session,203

and calculate a uniform price by ranking bids to buy from high to low and offers to sell from204

low to high by identifying the intersection of the demand and supply. More specifically, the205

uniform price is the average of the bid to buy and the offer to sell at the last unit of trades206

in which the former exceeds the latter.207

Table 2 illustrates how the payoff of each subject is calculated in a period for the case208

where a uniform price is announced as 89. In this case, this subject purchases additional209

three permits which covers the production costs for 8th, 7th and 6th units because the bids210

to buy for those units (111, 98, 92) exceed the uniform price of 89 and he purchased three211

permits. Finally, this subject’s payoff is determined by the summation of total production212
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costs, net payment for permit trades and fixed revenue.6 Finally, notice that this subject213

has incurred the production costs from 1st to 5th unit production, and could successfully214

avoid incurring the costs for 6th, 7th,..., 10th units of production because they were covered215

by holding five units of permits from trading.216

Finally, note that the permits traded in a single period do not carry over those in the217

next period under both DA and UPA treatments, following the previous studies. In other218

words, although a subject purchased two additional permits and got some payoff according219

to it in a single period, in the next period everything will start with the initial situation of220

endowment and payoff before trading. In that sense, we could say that a subject is simply221

asked to experience the same type of decision environment repeatedly.222

3 Experimental result223

In this section, we present the experimental results by comparing the data obtained from224

two treatments of DA and UPA under trader settings. Our focus in this comparison is225

on (i) efficiency achieved, (ii) price dynamics and (iii) value and cost revelation in the two226

treatments, and then we seek to conclude which works better, DA or UPA in the same227

environment.228

3.1 Efficiency: DA vs. UPA229

In this subsection, we compare the efficiency achieved in two different treatments of DA and230

UPA under the same environment. Figure 3 exhibits the average efficiency achieved over231

6 sessions in each period per treatment. Visual observation on this figure suggests that a232

series of average efficiencies achieved over periods in UPA is strictly higher than that in DA233

and our efficiency results for DA are quite consistent with the previous researches which also234

employ a trader setting (See, e.g., Ledyard and Szakaly-Moore (1994)).7235

6A fixed revenue is included in the payoff calculation for the adjustment purpose.
7There has been no research that employs UPA under trader settings for marketable permits experiments.
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Figure 3: Average efficiency achieved over 6 sessions in each period

Whereas DA is well-known to have high efficient property especially in a non-trader236

setting where each subject is assigned as either a buyer or seller, a well-established result for237

DA under a trader setting is provided by Ledyard and Szakaly-Moore (1994), and it shows a238

similar trend with ours in terms of efficiency. More specifically, Ledyard and Szakaly-Moore239

(1994) reports that the average efficiency achieved in DA sessions under a trader setting is240

between 60% and 80% and the range is somewhat similar to ours.241

Next, we observe each individual session’s data more closely and run a statistical test242

to conclude the difference between DA and UPA with respect to efficiency. Figure 4 shows243

all individual observations of efficiency over 10 periods. Because 6 sessions were conducted244

for each treatment of DA and UPA, we have 6 observations per treatment in each period.245

This figure gives another confirmation that UPA tends to achieve higher efficiency than DA.246

Furthermore, two boxplots in figure 5 are drawn by pooling the observations on efficiency247

over periods, which suggest that they appear to be statistically different each other and the248

efficiencies under UPA are higher than those under DA.249

To statistically check whether observations on two treatments differ or not, we run a250

Mann-Whitney test by pooling observations across periods per treatment, i.e., DA vs. UPA.251

The null hypothesis is that the probability distribution of observations on efficiency obtained252
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Figure 5: Boxplots of efficiency data for each treatment

in DA is the same as that in UPA. Table 3 shows the result that the null hypothesis is rejected253

even with 1% significance, and thus we confirm that the efficiency in UPA tends to be higher254

than that in DA.255

In summary, we have obtained a series of visual observations and statistical results that256

efficiency in UPA is likely to be higher than that in DA under trader settings. We believe257

that this result can be attributed to many factors. One of the phenomena we have observed258

in the experiment as a potential reason for this is that many subjects in DA treatment259

repeatedly buy and sell a coupon in a single period just for arbitrage as a “trader,” while260
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Treatment Obs Rank sum Expected

DA 60 2392 3630
UPA 60 4868 3630
combined 120 7260 7260

Unadjusted variance 36300.0
Adjustment for ties -20.92
Adjusted variance 36279.08

Ho : efficiency(DA) = efficiency(UPA)
z = −6.50, P rob > |z| = 0.0000

Table 3: Mann-Whitney test for comparison of two treatments on efficiency

this opportunity of resell and redemption is simply unavailable under UPA. This type of261

additional activities available in DA appears to generate a noise for the market performance,262

and we see that there are many of such trades leading to the loss of efficiency in DA. While263

we will address more details of this issue in the next and conclusion sections, a feature of264

real time trading in DA especially under a trader setting may be a cause for the difference265

with UPA. Later we will introduce a hypothesis to characterize situations or conditions that266

can lead to such worse performance in DA.267

3.1.1 Price dynamics and volume of trades: DA vs. UPA268

We now discuss the observed price dynamics per treatment, and focus on how observed269

trading prices per treatment are close to the theoretical equilibrium price across periods.270

Figure 6 shows the plot of observed trading prices per treatment in each period.8 It suggests271

that prices under DA are likely to be more widely spread, whereas prices under UPA are272

more concentrated in the range between 80 and 90. Reflecting what we have observed in273

figure 6, average prices under UPA in each period are lower than those under DA, as shown274

in figure 7.275

Here note that our experimental setup yields the theoretical equilibrium prices of 88−92.276

8An observed trading price for DA in each period is the average taken over the prices of all the trades
made during 3 minutes in that experimental period.
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If the two trading rules of DA and UPA are effective, the observed prices in the experiments277

should be sufficiently close to that theoretical value. Of course, we admit that even if observed278

prices are close to the theoretical value, it does not guarantee that the mechanism achieves279

high efficiency. However, the trading mechanism could be considered more desirable if it280

gives rise to more stable trading price dynamics around the theoretical equilibrium level.281

With this in mind, we further seek to characterize the observed prices over periods per282

treatment. Figure 8 shows the boxplots, which are drawn by pooling the observed prices over283

the periods per treatment. It also suggests that the distributions of observed prices under284

two treatments of DA and UPA appear to be different. More specifically, the distribution285

in DA exhibits the higher average price and wider variation than those in UPA. To confirm286

the differences more rigorously, we run a Mann-Whitney test with the null hypothesis that287

probability distributions of prices under the two treatment are identical.288

Table 4 provides the evidence that the null hypothesis is rejected even at 1% significance289

level and it implies that the probability distribution of observed prices under DA is different290

from that under UPA. To characterize the difference further, we also run a squared rank291

test for variance by posing a null hypothesis that the variance of observed trading prices292

under DA is higher than that under UPA (See Conover (1999) for the squared rank test of293

variances). The result suggests that the null hypothesis is not rejected at any significance294
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Treatment Obs Rank sum Expected

DA 60 4659.5 3630
UPA 60 2600.5 3630
combined 120 7260 7260

Unadjusted variance 36300.0
Adjustment for ties -46.26
Adjusted variance 36253.74

Ho : Price(DA) = Price(UPA)
z = 5.407, P rob > |z| = 0.0000

Table 4: Mann-Whitney test for comparison of two treatments on observed trading prices

and thus the variance under DA is likely to be higher. In summary, we conclude that price295

dynamics under UPA is different from, and more stable around the theoretical equilibrium296

price than that under DA, based on the hypothesis tests of a Mann-Whitney for probability297

distribution and a squared rank test for variance.298

Next, we look at the volume of trades that has occurred in a period per treatment.299

Summary statistics of the volume of trades in a period are shown in table 5 by pooling the300

observed data per treatment. Following our intuitions, the volume of trade in DA is larger301

than that in UPA. Furthermore, the variation in DA is much bigger than that in UPA and302

the range of data does not even overlap each other (See table 5 and check the minimum and303

maximum in volume of trades for each of DA and UPA).304

As mentioned earlier, the volume of trade must be 12 or more than 12 to achieve economic305

efficiency. Considering this fact, the volume of trades is slightly short in UPA because the306

average is 9.65. However, because the standard deviation is quite small (1.117), we can say307

that the observed volume of trades concentrates around 10 in UPA. On the other hand, DA308

results show a minimum of 28 and a maximum of 111 in volume of trades and this implies309

that the number of trades can highly be different depending on how trades evolve within a310

period. The average is 46.3, and the standard deviation is 14.53. Thus, the volume of trade311

more highly fluctuates in DA, compared to that in UPA.312

Finally, we provide figure 9 that gives another look for the data in the volume of trades.313
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Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max.
DA 46.3 14.534 28 111
UPA 9.65 1.117 7 12

Table 5: Statistics for the volume of trades in a period per treatment (N = 60)
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Figure 9: Each session’s observed volume of trades in each period

It shows the observed volume of trades for each session per treatment over periods. As you314

can see, the volume of trade in DA is much higher and more widely spread out than that in315

UPA. These trends are quite consistent with the summary statistics in table 5. In general,316

the volume of trades in UPA is confined to the range between 7 and 12, which generates317

the high efficiency in the performance. However, the volume of trades in DA can be very318

excessive, which sometimes becomes more than 50 and we have identified that the excessive319

trades are mostly driven by speculative trades. These speculative trades that appear in DA320

highly reduce the efficiency achieved in that period and this is one of the most significant321

factors in our experiment that DA does not perform very well. As mentioned earlier, we322

will discuss why and how this type of speculative trades occurs in discussion and conclusion323

section.324
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Figure 10: Bids to buy and offers to sell over values (MACs) in UPA
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Figure 11: Bids to buy and offers to sell over values (MAC) in DA

3.2 Cost and value revelation: DA vs. UPA325

In this subsection, we report how bids to buy and offers to sell closely follow the true costs326

and values induced in the experiments. In general, if the market mechanisms work in the327

way that people misrepresent or do not follow their true valuation, the trading prices tend to328

diverge from the equilibrium prices, and it is less likely to have efficient (or Pareto optimal)329

results. Therefore, we seek to identify which mechanism of DA or UPA induces more truthful330

revelation on costs and values for emissions through bids to buy and offers to sell.331
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Figures 10, 11 and 12 show how much bids to buy and offers to sell observed in each332

auction mechanism reflect the true value of marginal abatement costs (MACs) for emissions.333

First, we focus on the data in UPA, which corresponds to figure 10 consisting of two subfigures334

10(a) and 10(b). Subfigures 10(a) and 10(b) show bids to buy and offers to sell over the values,335

respectively. The distinction between two subfigures is obvious from visual observation. Bids336

to buy tend to be lower than 45 degree line, whereas the opposite trend holds for offers to337

sell.338

This feature in the observed data can be attributed to the fact that bids to buy must be339

lower than or equal to the value of MAC to avoid unnecessary loss from a trade, and offers340

to sell must be larger than or equal to that value in UPA for the same reason. If subjects are341

rational and understand the mechanism of UPA from the beginning of experiments, there342

should not be any bid to buy above 45 degree line and any offer to sell below that line.343

However, observed data suggests that there are some irrational behaviors. This is mainly344

due to the fact that subjects misunderstand or make mistakes, whereas other research, which345

employs UPA, shows the same degree of irrationality.346

To confirm the general trends observed in UPA, we run the OLS for each of bids to347

buy and offers to sell. Tables 6 and 7 exhibit regression results of bids to buy and offers348

to sell, respectively. Note that demand and value are said to be revealed more truthfully349

when the regression is closer to the 45 degree line. Consistent with figures 10(a) and 10(b),350

the regression results show that both bids to buy and offers to sell are positively correlated351

with the true values of MACs. Bids to buy regression shows that an intercept is statistically352

significant and strictly positive as shown in table 6. On the one hand, offers to sell regression353

shown in table 7 is closer to the 45 degree line compared to bids to buy regression because354

the intercept is not statistically significant and the slope estimate is statistically significant355

with the estimate of 1.130. In general, we conclude that subjects in UPA experiments have356

at least partially revealed their cost and values through bids to buy and offers to sell, based357

on these regressions.358
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Table 6: OLS regression of “bids to buy” for UPA

Variable Coefficient (Std. Err.)
Value 0.883∗∗ (0.010)
Intercept 1.537∗ (0.715)

Table 7: OLS regression of “offers to sell” for UPA

Variable Coefficient (Std. Err.)
Value 1.130∗∗ (0.037)
Intercept -1.851 (4.194)

Next, we analyze the DA in similar manner. Figure 11, consisting of two subfigures,359

exhibits the scatter plot of observed revelation over the true cost and values through bids to360

buy and offers to sell. Subfigures 11(a) and 11(b) shows the revelation results for bids to buy361

and offers to sell, respectively. These two subfigures reveal that both of observed bids to buy362

and offers to sell appeared not to be correlated with the true value and cost of MACs, which363

is obviously different from the UPA results shown in figure 10. To statistically confirm this364

visual observation over DA results, we run the regressions.365

Tables 8 and 9 show the regression results for bids to buy and offers to sell under DA,366

respectively. These results reveal that a slope estimate is very different from unity and367

in fact, the estimates are negative in both regression (See slope estimates in tables 8 and368

9). Although both slope estimates are statistically significant, the results are far from true369

revelation of values due to the negative values of the estimates. In fact, the estimated370

regression lines are quite flat so that these regressions illustrate how far bids to buy and371

offers to sell are from 45 degree line.372

Table 8: OLS regression of “bids to buy” for DA

Variable Coefficient (Std. Err.)
Value -0.118∗ (0.052)
Intercept 92.579∗∗ (4.938)

Finally, we look at the aggregate data of pooling observed bids to buy and offers to sell373

per treatment and run the regressions with the aggregate data. Figure 12 exhibits the scatter374
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Table 9: OLS regression of “offers to sell” for DA

Variable Coefficient (Std. Err.)
Value -0.110∗∗ (0.030)
Intercept 113.589∗∗ (2.787)

plot of the aggregate data where subfigures 12(a) and 12(b) correspond to UPA and DA,375

respectively. These two subfigures again reveal the general tendency that bids to buy and376

offers to sell in UPA are more positively correlated with the values of MACs, while those in377

DA are not. In the same way, we run the regression for confirmation of this trend. Tables378

10 and 11 exhibit the regression results for UPA and DA, respectively. These regression379

results confirm the visual observation we made so far for UPA and DA, that is, bids to buy380

and offers to sell in UPA more closely follow 45 degree line than those in DA because table381

10 shows a slope estimate of 1.144 with statistical significance, but table 11 does a slope382

estimate of −0.130. These regression results are, in general, in line with figures 12(a) and383

12(b).384

Table 10: OLS regression for UPA

Variable Coefficient (Std. Err.)
Value 1.144∗∗ (0.015)
Intercept -11.291∗∗ (1.366)

Table 11: OLS regression for DA

Variable Coefficient (Std. Err.)
Value -0.130∗∗ (0.030)
Intercept 105.361∗∗ (2.796)

4 Discussion and conclusion385

In this paper, we have addressed the issue of market performances in the MPS by comparing386

two auction mechanisms of DA and UPA under trader settings. Although there have been387

numerous works which examine the MPS in the controlled laboratory experiments, none388
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Figure 12: Aggregate bids to buy and offers to sell over values (MAC) in each auction
mechanism of UPA and DA

of them have compared the two mechanisms in the same ground of trader settings. Some389

authors have clearly mentioned that UPA might be a good alternative that enables us to390

achieve high efficiency and stable price dynamics instead of DA and our research sought to391

fill this open question.392

Our experimental results have shown the following novel results: (1) UPA is more efficient393

than DA in a trader setting, which is in sharp contrast with the established result in non-394

trader settings, (2) UPA generates more stable price dynamics and (3) UPA induces subjects395

to reveal more truthfully about abatement costs for emissions through bids to buy and offers396

to sell. With these results, we conclude that UPA is more likely to work better than DA397

in a trader setting. Our results seem to be inconsistent with a general trend that many398

experimental MPS studies consistently use DA only for their analysis of markets. This is399

because the works may assume that DA is the best and have not considered UPA even for the400

comparison except Smith et al. (1982). Put differently, environmental economists pay less401

attention to UPA in both trader and non-trader settings except . Surprisingly, however, our402

results confirm that UPA is more effective than DA under trader settings since DA generates403

noisy and speculative trades among subjects, which lead to the efficiency loss and unstable404
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price dynamics compared to the UPA.405

We conjecture some reason for this result. Participants in DA under trader settings are406

given many opportunities of re-selling and redemption for permits, that is, more opportu-407

nities of speculative trades, which can be independent of efficiency aspects of the MPS. As408

mentioned in some of previous works, DA under trader settings sometimes generates insta-409

bility of both permit prices as well as excessive volume of trades, and it leads to the loss410

of efficiency. Now, a following question naturally arises: what situation leads to such bad411

performance of DA under trader settings?412

In this experiment, we have employed the marginal abatement cost schedules parametrized413

by Cason and Gangadharan (2006), and it yields a situation that a slope of aggregate demand414

for pollution in a market is relatively flat around the neighborhood of theoretical equilibrium415

price and volume, compared to those experiments which exhibit high efficiency even in DA416

under trader settings (A neighborhood of the intersection between demand and supply in417

figure 1).9 Ledyard and Szakaly-Moore (1994), which shows a similar result with ours in418

terms of efficiency, have also employed the cost schedules in which the slope of aggregate419

demand for pollution is relatively flat around the neighborhood of the intersection between420

demand and supply for permits.421

This observation leads us to think one hypothesis. That is, when the slope of aggregate422

demand for pollution is relatively flat in the neighborhood of the intersection between demand423

and supply, it is more likely that multiple subjects have similar valuations for permits around424

the equilibrium prices. In such a case, they are more motivated to conduct arbitrage trades425

for permits because they are exposed to more opportunities to earn more or even a little426

more by repeatedly buying and selling the unit when prices get closer to the equilibrium.427

Sometimes, we have also observed that such speculative trades of permits yield instability428

of prices and excessive volume of trades. This line of story is consistent with the results429

9For instance, Godby et al. (1997); Muller et al. (2002) show that DA under trader settings can perform
very well exhibiting efficiencies of at least 90%. However, we have identified that a slope of aggregate demand
around the intersection is quite steep. Therefore, an incentive for speculative trades could be very low once
trading prices settle down.
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established in the financial market studies (See, e.g., Shiller (1981)).430

We also conjecture that this type of speculative trade is unlikely to occur in a situa-431

tion where aggregate demand is relatively steep around the intersection between demand432

and supply for pollution. This is because each player’s valuation is highly heterogeneous433

from the beginning and there would be no much opportunities for arbitrage. On the other434

hand, UPA does not give such opportunities of speculative trades to participants due to its435

nature and what participants can do is to submit bids to buy and offers to sell before the436

price announcement. This difference under two auction mechanisms could be consdiered a437

hypothesis as well as an argument to support our result.438

Recall that this research is the first which designs and implements UPA for marketable439

permits in a trader setting, and makes a direct comparison with the performance of DA under440

a trader setting in the same ground. Our results clearly suggest some positive perspective of441

UPA as an alternative to DA for the real world application of MPS. At the same time, this442

work raises a new open question that the market performance of DA under trader settings443

may be highly dependent upon the steepness of the slope in aggregate demand. Future444

studies need to explore this open question related to DA, and also pay more attention to445

the possibility of UPA due to the results we have confirmed. Although this research is still446

limited in the sense that our results are established in a simple environment of trader settings,447

it can be extended to several different environments such as inclusion of uncertainty, banking448

and market power for comparing UPA and DA performances.449

Finally, we should recall an initial motivation and purpose of MPS suggested by Crocker450

(1966); Dales (1968) and Montgomery (1972). The MPS can provide the flexibility of trading451

pollution rights. However, more importantly, it needs to contribute to the pollution reduction452

in the least cost manner or efficiently. Therefore, UPA should call more attention for further453

examination and application as a possible alternative.454
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